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; 'MSTRACT

V

Electronic Portfolio for Mathematical Problem. Solving
in the Elementary School is an authentic assessment tool for

teachers and students to utilize in evaluating mathematical

skills. It is a computer-based interactive software program
to allow teachers to easily access student work in the

problem solving area for assessment purposes, and to store '
multimedia work:samples over time. The project also promotes
student involvement in the process by permitting students to
work problems, reflect upon their work, receive teacher

feedback, review previous work samples, and save new ones, >
Furthermore, this program was developed to assist teachers

in communicating student progress to parents and

administrators. This project supports the position that
authentic assessment in the form of portfolios is one of the
most effective methods of evaluating student progress.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction
Overview

Assessment has always been an integral part of the

educational process.-d

(1995) defines assessment as :

"the process of observing, recording, and documenting the

work children do and how they do it, for the purpose of
making sound educational decisions for each individual

child" (p. 252). Traditionally, teachers have either chosen
or been trained to use the assessment tools of letter

grades, report cards, and published or teacher-created tests

with a multiple-choice format dominating. However, as
educational theory has evolved to embrace the concepts of
whole language instruction, higher-order thinking skills,

multiple intelligences, and problem solving, the need to re
evaluate traditional assessment practices has been raised.

Neill (1991) states that multiple-choice and short-answer
tests are not very useful to teachers because the test

results do not help the teacher in deciding what to do next.
He goes on to say that multiple-choice tests are only

designed to sort students,and do not adequately assess
problem solving or the students' ability to be creative and
show what they have learned. Therefore, the emphasis is
currently not only on assessment, but on authentic
assessment. The assessment is authentic when the student is

evaluated on real-life tasks rather than contrived
activities or tests.

Authentic assessment is the reason why the graduating

students at New York City's Central Park East Secondary
School (CPESS) are not preoccupied with earning enough units

for graduation, nor are they cramming for Regents exams as
do other New York high school students (Darling-Hammond,
1993). Instead, they are preparing a portfolio of their work

that will display their competence in fourteen

curricular

areas. According to Darling-Hammond, the portfolios are then
examined by a graduation committee who will also hear the

students' oral justifications of their work before granting

the diplomas. She notes that CPESS has developed this
portfolio system in order to "focus students' energies on

challenging performance-oriented tasks that require
analysis, integration of knowledge, and invention as well as

highly developed written and oral expression rather than

merely recall and recognition of facts" (p. 13). This
assessment of the performance of: a graduating student
illustrates the growing movement to establish methods for

more authentic assessment of student learning.
Currently in the United States there is an emphasis on

authentic assessment which attempts to assess a student's

ability to solve problems in the context of real-life
situations (Costa, 1992). Educators, researchers, and

policymakers are 'increasinglyiiinciing tliat :t^

assessitient forma do not measure many of thd skill^^^
abilities that students heed to develop in order to achieve
in school and in their future lives (Darling-Hammpnd, 19?3)•
Darling-Hammond further reports that recent research on

human learning and performahce has found that many current
assessment tools do not measure higher order cognitive

skills or recognize the capacity to perform actual tasks. .

She explains how the skills required of today's studehts and.

job-holders must include cooperative planning and problem ^
solving:

..i
The concerns are also related to the increasing
demands for a kind of education that encourages

.

students to do more than memorize information

and use it to solve tidy problems—-an education
that prepares students to frame problems, find
information, evaluate alternatives, create ideas
and products, and invent new answers to messy
dilemmas, (p. 15)
Less authentic testing methods exclude many kinds of
knowledge and types of competencies that educators and

employers are expecting from students. Darling-Hammond
(1993) sees students placed in a passive, reactive role,
rather than one that requires the skills of structuring

tasks, producing ideas, and solving problems.
The use of portfolios is one way of approaching the
goal of authentic assessment. Authentic assessment "implies
assessment practices that contribute directly to classroom

instruction and to education" (Engel, 1994, p. 28).

Educators are seeking a means of improving the measurement
of student growth and performance which is in alignment with
the current methods "of authentic instruction. As Hebert.

(1992) explains, the development of portfolios "grew out of
our dissatisfaction and frustration with mandated
standardized modes of assessment. Standardized tests do not

reflect how we teach, the effects of our teaching on

children, or how we adapt instruction to individual
learners" (p. 58). Hebert further quotes Wolf and his
colleagues when they conclude that "'the design and
implementation of alternative modes of assessment will
entail nothing less than a wholesale transition from what we
call a testing culture to an assessment culture'" (p. 58).
It is the inclusion of demonstrations of authentic tasks

that permit a portfolio to be considered authentic.
Jardine (1996) defines the portfolio as a "purposeful
collection of student work that tells the story of a
student's efforts relative to specific instructional goals"

(p. 252). She further emphasizes that the key term is
"purposeful", because the purpose will determine not only
the contents of the portfolio, but also its intended goal.

Jardine suggests that teachers consider these purposes for
portfolios:

:

To show:growtli: over time;. '

vv

* To show process as well as product;
* To communicate with student's subsequent
■

teacher;

* To crpate a collection of favorite^^^ w^
* To review instruction;

* For program valuation;
* For parent conferences (p. 252).

Therefore, the use of a portfolio can serve as a source of
information about a student's attitudes, level of

development, and growth over time. Also, in this climate of
educational accountability, the portfolio can increase

administrative and parental awareness of a child's abilities
and needs

Yet the portfolio is not without its limitations.
Statement of Problem

The problem with the portfolios now used by most
proponents of authentic assessment involves :storage, .
accessibility, and the ease of revision or amending. As
Jardine (1996) states portfolios could, or should, contain a

variety of items such as photographs, research projects,
awards, test results, videotapes, journals, checklists,

anecdotal observations, assignments, audiotapes,
experiments, surveys, reports, logs, self-reflection, and
teacher assessment criteria. Imagine the storage problem for
the teacher keeping complete portfolios on a classroom of

students. As Jardine points out, the dilemma is especially

evident to the elementary teachers in self-contained
classes. If they are committed to maintaining portfolios,
they would need to store many of the above-mentioned items

' i--

: :' ■ .■■■ ■■ ■;

for many academic areas. For the sake of impracticality,

some teachers might give up the whole idea of portfolios or
at least maintain only a watered-doWn version.; Watson (1996:)=

maintains that "the amount of paper and.stprage space would
grow very rapidly up till the point where schoOlsi would need

additional rooms added just to hold the volxames of/

portfolios that it would"accumulate" (p. 1)1
Then there is the problem of ease of availability or
accessibility. Typically, the documents would be stored in
filing cabinets or other storage containers somewhere in the

classroom or in the school. As Watson (1996) points out, the
teacher would have to go through the trouble of searching
through files to find the particular student. The files
might be in the classroom, or down the hall, or in a

basement. Accessing files could become very time consuming,
especially if the school had a large population and used
portfolios extensively.
Finally, there is the problem of the ease of updating
or amending. If a portfolio is intended to be more than a

"holder or even a set of papers" as Farr (1994) contends, it
must become "a developing repository of the student's

thoughts, ideas, and language-related growth and
accomplishment" (p. 54) . The process of updating the
portfolio would require the teacher and student to regularly
take the time to find the portfolio, place new items, and

assess the tontents. Therefpre, t^

portfolio must be

conveniently available for entering additional items,

reflectipri, and documentation. Strpmmen (1992) argups that^^
the portfolio is not a stagnant assessment tool, but instead
the "evolution of a child's work as it is created, rather

than of a single completed work or a set of isolated
exercises" (p. 6).

'Significance of Project
This master's project is particularly significant
because it will address the above-mentioned problems, and
also present a design for effectively using a tool of

authentic assessment in the area of elementary mathematics.
There is a growing shift in public opinion, supported by

'

research, that the problem solving aspects of mathematics
are more useful in later life and work experiences that rote
computational skills. California's new mathematics

curriculum is aimed at problem solving and the development

of higher order thinking skills (Pandey, 1990). However, the
evaluation of a learner's grasp of problem solving
strategies is much more difficult for the teacher to assess

than his or her mastery of the multiplication tables. There

is a need for a systematic, interactive, easily-accessible.
Student/teacher-friendly means of evaluating mathematical
problem solving. The electronic portfolio can be a

significant educational means of assessment when compared to

paper files of student work/ :'as^ outlined in. tKe 'fol^

■ ■■section.. U;

^■' •■ ■"

t ■"'

■ -i''i'-

■ ..■t't \

With electronic portfolios, teachers no longer waste

time going to the portfolio storage area or ieafing tl^noUgh
many folders to find the appropriate student. Portfolios,
although in theory an effective authentic assessment tool,
can rapidly become cumbersome, unmanageable, and ultimately
ineffective. Convenience is essential if portfolios are to
■ retain their numerous positive components as purposeful and
valid instruments of assessment. As Watson (1996)

states

simply, "Locating information on a student would be easy as
knowing the child's name and clicking a button" (p. 1) .
Besides convenience, electronic portfolios have many

other important features, as outlined by Murphy and Klein
(1996) :

*Student work can be stored digitally.
*The Portfolios can chronicale student work

from

pre-k through high school.
*Student work can be displayed over time.
*A presentation of the portfolio can be output
to tape for parents. ;• /■■u- ■ ■:■■.^: ■
■■\,^V':,
^Students are motivated to participate in the ■
creation of multimedia portfolios.

■

^Display best pieces or show progress from a
benchmark (p. 5) .. . ■
. ;■ ■ ■ .; ■ '>,' ■.
Electronic portfolios can also contain items using various

media that cannot fit easily into the traditional folder or
notebook type of portfolio, such as sounds, video, and 3

:

dimensional projects.

Overview of^the Project

The produGt"of : this, master

is- ah- electrdnic,

portfolio, developed for the ptirpose of evaluating
elementary grade students' progress and attitudes about

mathematical problem solving. An interactive computer

template has been designed to save the portfolio items. The
process of the design along with the applied instructional \
principals are fully outlined. The design includes the

gathering of infotmation Of specificipoints over a,feriod of
time, resulting in a formative evaluation assessment. The

evaluation of the implementation of the project includ:es its
■strengths-ond .limitations, and, reCommehdationS forv/future:^ . ■

related:.pro jects..:- ;
■

HyperStudio has been selected as the software in which

to store the portfolio. HyperStudio is capable of stdring
text, graphics, sound add yideo. It also has the ability to
allow items,to be linked for non-linear viewing and for
facilitating both management and disk-space requirements.

HyperStudio is easy to use which is necessary for the
elementary grade student.

The focus of the electronic portfolio is mathematical

problem solving. The outcomes of the portfolio assessment
are student thinking, growth over time, students' views of
themselves as mathematicians, and the problem solving
process.

CHAPTER TWO

Review of Related Literature

Learning Skills, and Assessment

Huffman (1996) targets young children as being
particularly in need of appropriate methods of assessing
knowledge, capabilities, and interests. She attributes

assessment as being integral to the learning process,
because only when "a teacher or child care provider has

gained information, appropriate activities and experiences
can be provided to help the children to grow in all areas of
development" (p. 20).
Furthermore, Huffman claims that some methods of ,

assessment are better for young children than others. She

cites the assessment: guidelines of the National.Association

for the Education of Young Children in its publication
Developmentally Appropriate Practices in Early Childhood

Programs Serving Children From Birth Through Age Eight.
There, the editor. Sue Bredekamp,; states the importance of

assessment in children's learning. Her premise is that young
children should be assessed based upon "results of

observations and descriptive data", because reliable testing
instruments for the young child are rare (p. 21). There is
more support favoring authentic assessment methods over

traditional testing instruments.

ID

Kruse (1994) underscores the incdnsistency between how

learning takes place and traditional assessnient: practices in
comparison with performance evaluation methods. He contends

that all learning is a result of sensory stimulation when he

defines learning as "developing a deeper understanding or
deriving meaning from our sensory experiences" (p. 92).
Therefore, teaching should involve experiences where the
student can make connections in order to obtain a deeper
understanding of the content. In contrast, he states that

learning is usually associated with education and the
process of recognizing bits of information, in other words,

"short-term memory" (p. 93). Typically, the teacher's

primary emphasis is presenting information which is shortterm in nature. Kruse describes this traditional mode of

teaching:

■

,

Our daily class periods are composed of small
unrelated blocks of time in which bits and

pieces of information and skills are taught in
extreme isolation from each other. Our teacher

training programs emphasize highly specialized
individuals whose finite knowledge lends itself to
the reduction of information to its tiniest and

i

most non-relational teaching units—discrete
skills and memorizable facts. (p. 93)

Furthermore, Kruse reports on the 1984 study by Ornstein and

Thompson which found that our present practices in

instruction are directly opposed to the natural capacity to
learn which includes spatial memory. As he explains, the

brain naturally makes ties and connections based on past

experiences?as it gathers informatipri from all the senses.
Therefore/ hnless a student? is actively engaged in the
learning process, only superficial or short-term learning
will occur. Kruse concludes that real learning has occurred

only when the student can use the information in an everyday
setting. Kruse's statement that "true learning" can be

demonstrated in a variety of ways is in accordance with one
of the'key principals of this master's project; that
learning can most effectively be measured by means of
authentic assessment.

Wraga's (1994) article is of particular interest

because it is actually a review of past literature and
research on the assessment of learning. He reports that
psychologists first devised standardized testing in the
1920's.in order to process recruits during World War I.
Since then, these norm-referenced achievement tests have

been the predominant means of evaluation in the American

public school classroom. Wraga further states that "calls
for increased accountability and improved achievement lent
considerable credibility to standardized test scores to the
extent that those scores are viewed as genuine, valid

indicators of student learning" (p. 71). Teachers,
administrators, and the community relied on standardized
tests to accurately measure student performance. Only

recently have these tests been challenged as not being
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alignedfwith current teaching methods and hot capable of;
truly assessing learning. Moreover, until now test scores

have been regarded as "absolute indicatdrs Of student

■learning"' (p. 12) .

'

In the late 1980's the focus shifted towards the direct

evaluation Of student work, which led to the idea of

authentic or assessment (Wraga/r 1994) . HOweyer, according to
Wraga, the; notion of assessing the pdrformance of a student

had been tied to proVeh learning principlds ,m^^^

earlier», -He

reported on a study begun in the 1930's where the conclusion

was made that the single dimensional aspects of standardized
tests cannot adequately measure the complexities of human

behavior and learning. In his study of past research,, Wraga
found that since evaluation is related to learning
objectives and experiences, educational evaluation must
focus on student behavior. Logically, the act of assessment

must first begin with deciding on what to assess. Therefore,
a multitude of learning objectives requires the development
of various means of assessing learning. Even the early study
showed that "'there are many ways of getting evidence about
behavior changes and that when we think of evaluation we are

not talking about any single or even any two or three
particular appraisal methods'" (p. 75) . In summary, Wraga
offers the following conclusion:

13

...the contemporary rationale for performance

assessmehtilargely has heeh uninformed by the
idea and practice of educational evaluation in
the/past.'i:
v . .yf'
Rather than continually reinventing the

y:, :

wheel, educators should apply knowledge from the
past to consistently refine contemporary
professional practice. Performance assessment
offers a golden opportunity to build upon the
educational past in order to improve practice in
the present and in the future, (p. 78)
Thus, the principles of learning must be aligned with
the assessment of learning, and if the method of instruction

is experiential and meaningful, so must be the evaluation of
that instruction.

Jonassen (1991) also concludes that the essence of

learning requires assessment to be relevant and meaningful.
Jonassen;takes the constructivist point of view, in that "we

construct knowledge from our experiences, mental structures,

and beliefs that are used to interpret objects and events"
(p. 29). As a proponent of the validity of constructivistic

learning,;Jonassen outlines criteria for evaluating ,
instruction which is based upon constructivism. He is in
disagreement with methods of assessment of the objectivistic
principle of learning, like criterion-referencing, in which

the reality of the world, as interpreted by the designers,

must be accepted as the only true knowledge by the student.
It is interesting when Jonassen furthers his argument as he
states that in designing traditional curriculum, the

objectivistic designers ultimately "construct their own

14

meaning.Relative to their needs, backgrounds, and interests"

(pi 29). It is as though the objectivist cannot help but be
a constructivist naturally.
One principle of Jonassen's evaluation criteria is that
assessment should be free of goals which are stated before

the process begins. He believes that goal-setting tends to

bias the outcome of any process. There is agreement that
authentic learning tasks should represent more than one
perspective, however, there is support to contradict this
view.

As has been stated by Jardine (1996) and Wraga■ ' (

(1994), authentic assessment methods such as portfolios,
must have certain obj ectives for guiding the contents of the

portfolio. However, Jonassen (1991) explains that a
"portfolio should describe either different student

interpretations of the assignment or different stages in its
development"

(p. 31) .

Notwithstanding, effective assessment

would be difficult without instructional guidelines for
creating cohesiveness within the portfolio collection.

Otherwise, it becomes a bunch of unrelated papers and
projects.
Math Skills and Assessment

■ : The skills of mathematics have traditionally been

divided between computation and concepts. In fact, group
achievement tests divide the math component into these

sections, and the scores are-calculated separately, then

15

jsogethery; to arrive at the total math'score. The

oomputatiohal shiils of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division, are easily assessed. The
student either knows the process and the mechanics of these
skills, or not, to some degree. However, mathematical

concepts which include problem solving is anbther matter.
The mastery of problem solving skills is much like the area
of reading comprehension when one speaks of effective
assessment. What Glazer and Brown (1993) have concluded

about comprehension holds true to mathematical problem
solving:
:

We agree that comprehension is hard to understand ,
and difficult to assess. It is impossible to "look

/ into children's minds as they read. We have found
■ ■ ways to collect data about the products of their
reading, which gives us information about

i

children's ideas as they attempt to make meaning ■
from text. (p.137)
.t
■

Sgroi, Cropper, Kilker, Rambusch, and Semonite (1995)

observed children engaged in math activities designed by
their teachers to help reveal their mathematical
understandings. The authors agree that standardized tests

did not provide much insight into the student's thinking and
reasoning abilities. Therefore, the correctness of a

response could not be assessed. Through graphing activities
and follow-up discussions, the teacher could assess the
young students' math strategies. As a result of activities
such as graphing.

16

lititle' apparent difference exists
learning activities and the assessment activities
in these classrooms. Throughout the year, what is
being learned is constantly being assesse'^^^^ ^^^
is being assessed Is being learned. (P- 27,7)
;
The observations by Sgroi et al. (1995) at the same

time concur and: cpnfiictw

research reported by Schmidt

and Brosnan (1996). in this/s

participants from 35

school districts of a midwestern state completed
questionnaire about their assessment practices, reporting
methods, and other current issues in mathematics. Although
changes in the math curriculum had been implemented, Schmidt
and Brosnan found that there was little interest in changing
the traditional methods of assessment. The teachers who were

questioned in the study were still using tests, quizzes, and
homework, as their principle means of evaluating students.
Alternative forms of assessment such as portfolios, ■
journals, and interviews, had not been widely adopted

(especially in grades 9-12) because the method of reporting
students' grades has not changed. In brief, Schmidt and
Brosman conclude that "current reporting practices are
limiting the use of alternative classroom assessment

practices" (p. 17). They offer the following implications:
If students' attainment of concepts, knowledge and
skills, problem solving, and a positive attitude
toward mathematics are goals of the K-12
mathematics program as stated in the state's model
mathematics curriculum and the district's course

of-study, then the reporting methods need to
communicate what is valued. This calls for the

■/

i'.L.I'V:-1.7j ■ '• ■ ■ ■

•> '

use alternative assessment practices in the
mathematiGs c
and -ior the assessments
be incorporated into the reporting methods.

: dinfay> Jakabcsih,
communieation: of .mathem

of:activities which prdvi^

Lane (1996) also address^studenti
understanding through the use

the teacher: with Lhe oppbrtunity

to assess student progrbas

. They prppose that "it

is especially important that Studbnts are able to express
their thinking and problem-solving processes both in written
and oral formats" (p. 245). The portfolio components of
multimedia work samples and teacher-student interviews are
very much consistent with the previous statement. : ,
Traditional Portfolio Use

i

, , Artists, writers, and photographers have traditionally

showcased their best and most representative work in some
kind of package or portfolio. In the educational setting,
portfolios allow students to look at their work over time '
:

and choose samples that demonstrate improvement, or their
best efforts. In the following section, further benefits of

portfolio use will be described, such as the promise of

closer relationships between teacher and student. Together,
they set the standards for portfolio's content, identify

individual strengths and needs, and develop goals for the
future.

Educational portfolios have been discussed previously
in this document as a purposeful collection of student work

18

samples to be use a§;an evaluation instrument. In Portfolio

PbrtraitSf Graves aiid Sunstein l1992) present the
experiences of teachers who discovered much more in their

use of portfolios. They cbhtend that a portfolio should not
be limited to evaluation, but used as a method of
^instruction:.

The health of the portfolio m^^
will be
measured in the diversity of its practice and the
breadth of its use, whether for evaluation or

instruction. Because portfolios are in their
infancy we stress diversity in our explorations in
order to begin to learn how to use them more
effectively, (p. 12)
Voss (1992) describes the changing role that .teacher
Laurie Mansfield experienced as she learned to relate

differently to her students (p. 33). Through portfolio use
she gained respect for her students as individual decision
makers, and changed her teaching role to allow for these
newly discovered strengths.
Milliken's (1992) account illustrates the room for

interpretation within the definition of a portfolio, and

that the use of portfolios can be a constantly evolving

tool. He and his fifth-grade students guided each other in

developing and designing their portfolios. His experience
with portfolios was not an end unto itself. Milliken's

account concludes with future goals involving portfolios as

he writes, "the real key, next year and always, is to keep

19

portfolios fluid, changing, and responsive—and to keep to
students at the center" (p. 44).

Student involvement is a critical element of portfolio
collection as evidenced by Rief's (1992) profiles of her

eighth graders. As her students chose what to put into their
portfolios, and then examined why they made those choices,
they learned to identify what they value most. Rief

witnessed the increased ability of her students to trust
themselves as goal-setters and self-evaluators.
Woodward (1994) furthers the argument for student

involvement in the evaluation process. She uses the concept
of "negotiated evaluation" to describe the involvement of
the teacher, the student, and the parent, in using
negotiating methods to assess what the child knows,
understands, and needs to learn. Woodward also uses the term

"product collection" rather than portfolio to point out an
important aspect of negotiated evaluation. According to
Woodward, the review of dated work samples accompanied by
teacher comments is valuable, because it often leads to an

exploration of students' attitudes about their learning and
themselves. The inclusion of student attitudes is a common

portfolio ingredient for most advocates of portfolio
assessment. ■ ■

Moreover, when Woodward (1994) does discuss portfolios

she seems to view them more as a tool of child development
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rather than evaluation. While stating that they are
current1y used as an alternative to tests, she believes that

a. portfolio is "the child's record, not; only of progress but
of what he or she considers to be important. The use of
portfolios therefore provides the teacher with another

perspective onvthe child's thinking"(p. 57).

With all the prpmising possibilities of pdrtfoiios, a
common theme of concern is woven throughout the- literature. •
That portfolios are time-consuming, and that time is a

precious classroom commodity, is reinforced by Black (1993).
She maintains that switching from traditional assessment
methods to portfolios will continue to be a frustration to

:teachers unless they change their teaching styles as well:
Rather than continuously assigning and grading
workbook lessons, teacher should prompt students
■ to learn through writing:and exchanging ideas.
Teachers can more efficiently and effectively
• , guide instruction through cooperative learning
groups. And teachers should hold conferences with

students to reinforce and motivate their learning
and, when necessary, to reteach prerequisite
skills, (p. 60)
Portfolios and Problem Solving

Szetela and Nicol (1993) define problem solving as "the
process of confronting a novel situation, formulating

connections between given facts, identifying the goal, and

exploring possible strategies for reaching the goal" (p.
182). The problem for teachers is how to assess the complex
processes necessary in problem solving, and how to record
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their students' thoughts during the process. A method of
recording over time a student's: work in matheitiatical problem:
solving in order to assess growth, is the portfolio. A

review of the literature which supports this method fpllows.
A test score in mathematical concepts or problem
solving tells students how they have performed relative to

other students in the class or to large populations of
students in the state or nation. However, what can students
learn from these scores? In contrast, Kranz (1994) states

that building portfolios help students look towards specific
goals rather than test scores or grades. With portfolios

students have a sense of ownership about their work, the

standards are individualized, and'pride in what they can do
is developed.
According to Fryatt (1996), the students' sense of
ownership and of themselves as mathematicians is one focus

of portfolios in mathematics. Other emphases noted by Fryatt
are student thinking, growth over time, and a clearer

demonstration of the problem solving process.
Among her suggested components for math portfolios,

Kranz (1994) lists the following items which involve problem

*Base line samples (self-evaluation forms, quizzes
and tests, homework, learning log entries chosen
early in the year)
*Writing samples (word problems: directions to
another student explaining how to do a problem)
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*Text samples (photocopy of math pages that were
completed successfully)
*Artwork (drawings and models using measurement,
shapes, scale)
*Audiotapes and videotapes (math games; math
"bees"; perfoririances demonstrating math concepts
through poems, skits, riddles, songs, etc.)
*Records of portfolio conferences
(self-evaluations, goals, teacher responses)
(p. 53).
Lambdin (1994) also holds the view that mathematics

goes beyond merely finding the correct answers. She
maintains that portfolios should provide students with a
means to demonstrate their strengths rather than their
weaknesses. Moreover, she endorses the "mathematics

portfolio philosophy" of Kentucky's Department of Education
which in 1992 took the position that math was a subject
requiring "careful and thoughtful investigation" (p. 319).
However, Lambdin's early student portfolios were extremely
disappointing. At first she only required her students to

review their endeavors at the end of each grading period.
She found that this occasional review work resulted in a

lack of thoughtful reflection by the students. Lambdin

discovered that if the portfolios were constantly accessible
and an integral part of her program, her students would more

seriously assess their work and progress. However, frequent

accessibility was not Lambdin's only remedy. She came to the
realization that students also need to be taught how to
reflect and evaluate their own work. Therefore, Lambdin

formulated the following "thinking questions" which became
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part of the process of selecting their portfolio pieces and
writing summaries:
*What activity of mathematical topic was involved?
*How did the activity help you learn something
new?

*What did you learn from this experience?
*Can you describe any connections between the
activity and other subject areas or real-life
situations?

*Would your do anything differently if you had
more time?

*What strategies did you use? (What did you think
as you worked through the task?)
*What mathematical skills were used in your
solution process?
*How would you rate your overall performance

related to the activity?
*What are your areas of strength in mathematics?
*What goals have you set for yourself in
mathematics? (p. 321)

With repeated emphasis upon these questions while involved
in the problem solving process, Lambdin's students were able
to develop a better understanding about why they were

learning mathematics. Also, she observed that they developed
an improved sense of problem solving which included both the

mechanical processes and the reasoning skills of
mathematics.

Forseth (1993) lends further support to the math

portfolio approach of focusing on problem solving and on the
students' ability to communicate their: reasoning (p. 37).
She favorably relates the Vermont portfolio assessment
program of mathematics which was based on these seven
criteria:
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*understanding the task,
^applying the strategy,
^making decisions,
^verifying the solution,
*itiaking connections,
*using rich mathematical language, and
*using effective mathematical representation,
(p. 37)

Forseth (1993) not only commends the state of Vermont,
for its portfolio system, but also its implementation. The
planners of Vermont's system offered institutes developed by
teachers to familiarize teachers with the above criteria.

The goal was for the teachers to become problem solvers

before they could expect the same from their students.
Forseth notes that teachers "who have participated in a

portfolio institute come to understand problem solving

involves more than simply getting the answer" (p. 37).
Moreover, Vermont assisted its teachers not only with

training institutes, but also with a state-wide support

network of teacher-leaders who regularly contacted the
schools to help in the adoption of the portfolio assessment
process. As with any new educational development, its

success is directly related to the training of the teachers
and administrators to implement the program, and the amount
of support to maintain the adoption.
Thus, portfolios seem to be a natural assessment medium
for the variety of problem solving activities. However, math

portfolios are not widely used by teachers. The
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instructional methods that are being used may be held Up'to
serious scrutiny after examining the implications of the

'following
■
^repo^rtl."''

t■■r■■ ■ :■■ '^■'■'■t:

It is a common popular belief among the general public
that Asian students are superior to American students in
math, in fact, Zambo and Hong (1996) remind the reader of
the report of the International Assessment of Educational
Progress (lAEP) of 1992. The report found that American

students scored near the bottom in math and,science, while
South Korea and Taiwan scored at the top. However,

intelligence tests performed in 1987 among Asian and
American students did not support the wide difference in
mathematical performance. Therefore, apart from several

cultural and environmental differences found by the ,
Educational Testing Service in 1992, are there also

contributing factors involving differences in instruction?

In reviewing the lAEP report regarding mathematical problemsolving instruction of South Korean and American teachers,

Zambo and Hong found several notable differences among the
two groups. Korean teachers rated themselves and their

students higher in problem-solving ability; believed their

math textbooks to be instructionally superior for problemsolving and word problems; agreed more strongly that
students should know the key-word approach for solving
problems. Zambo and Hong found it interesting that American
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teachers repQrted spehding more instructional time on math
per week, but the Korean teachers spend more time on
problem-solving instruction. Also, American teachers
reported more use of calculators, manipulatives, and small
group instruction. While Zambo and Hong write that the
results indicate that American teachers are using

instructional methods which are currently recommended, they
state that the results are not conclusive. They question
whether the short-answer, multiple-choice format of the

International Assessment may have been more familiar to the
Asian student. Also, they recommend further study to
determine whether the contrasting instructional methods

facilitate or lessen learning within each culture.
Admittedly, the previous literature review was not
directly related to the heading of "Portfolios and Problem
Solving". However, the contrasting emphasis of mathematical
problem solving among the cultures may be pertinent to this
project. From the reports of American teachers using less
math time to teach problem solving, one could infer that

more math time is spent on computation. Perhaps American

teachers find computation favorable to problem solving

because of its ease of evaluation and of reporting progress.
If the previous statement is true, perhaps teachers are

lacking the necessary tools or training to facilitate the
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evaluation^

in problem solving. For

instance, Szetela and Nicol (1993) offer a scoring system
which focuses on four categories: answers, statement,

strategy selection, and implementation (see Figure 1).
According to Szetela and Nicole such a system can be used to
assess a wide range of problems. It can be a component of an
electronic portfolio where the students can enter their work
and teachers can assess the problem solving processes used.
Advantages of Electronic Portfolios
As reported earlier, Lambdin (1994) designed a

portfolio system in which students better understood problem
solving, and improved their communication about mathematics

and their own strengths and weaknesses. However,. she also
acknowledges the downside of even the most instructionally

effective portfolio system which consists of student work
stored in files, folders, or boxes: "I must admit, quite
honestly, that portfolio assessment is time-consuming and
labor-intensive for teachers, especially those who have many
students" (p. 324). Electronic portfolio projects, such as

one that follows, address these commonly-heard disadvantages
of traditional portfolios.

Aside from the advantages of immediate access and ease
of storage, Moersch and Fisher (1995) offer an explanation
as to the advent of electronic portfolios. They state two

reasons for the emergence of electronic portfolios: first.
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Answer

Statement

1. Blank

1. No statement

2. Undetermined

2. No context

3. Incorrect

3. No units

4. Correct

4.

None required

5.

Complete

Strategy Selected

1

^

Implementation

1. Number sentence

1. No work shown

2. Select operations

Identifies data only

and calculate

Problem misinterpreted
<

' -*3 •.

7\ 1

XxJL

Vn

n

Jl:'O.J- Cx

.

4

Strategy not clear

4. Non-systematic list
5. Systematic- list

Strategy initiated
(table, graph, list) but■
incomplete or poorly
implemented

-

6. Guess and test

7. , Draw diagram ■ :

Conditions or

possibi1ities overlooked
8. Look for pattern
7

Multiple secondary errors

8.

A single secondary error

9.

Appropriate and complete.

9, Logical reasoning

10. Use simp!er . cdse ■
'

11. Work backwards
12. Undetermined

Figure 1. Categories of Responsg^
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to Problems

the educational clamor for process-based learning, relevant
applications, and an alternative assessment which can

evaluate a variety of student products; and secondly, the
advancements in micro-processors, mass storage, multimedia

authoring tools, scanners, digital cameras, personal digital
assistants (PDA's), and bar code readers. Along with these
advancements, the success of traditional folder portfolios
paved the way for a growing interest in electronic
portfolios.

It has been established that the purpose of portfolios
is to create a purposeful collection of students' work in
order to assess their efforts and achievements to themselves

and others in one or more curricular areas. The creators of

the Chenango Forks Portfolio Assessment Project had this
purpose in mind when they designed a tool to follow students

throughout their school years with important general
information and curricular work samples (Sica, 1996).

Sica and his colleagues of the Chenango Forks School
District in Binghamton, N. Y., saw the value in the use of

portfolio assessment. However, they were met with the

problems of storing a large volume of paper and the amount

of valuable teacher time consumed by updating student ;

portfolios. With electronic portfolios the physical storage
area shrank to the size of a computer, and the problem of

time required to update was solved by the training of
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student technicians. Students were not only trained in
computer use, but also how to operate scanners and video

i

cameras. An advantage of portfolios is the increase in the
level of interest students receive when allowed to have some

control in the contents of their portfolios * One can imagine
how that level of interest would further expand when
students actually enter their work into their own electronic
portfolio.
Barrett (1995) has made available handouts for

presentations given in 1995 in which advantages for

electronic portfolios are presented. She poses the question .
"Why use technology?" to support alternative assessment, and

answers with Karen Sheingold's three points:
'

1. To make work in many media accessible,
portable, examinable, widely distributable
2. To make performance replayable and ,
reviewable; it is important to see more than
^

3. To address ownership issues (p. 4).

The above points of using technology to support
portfolio assessment are evident in the laser disk system

implemented by the Conestoga Elementary School in Wyoming.
Campbell (1992) reports on this portfolio system which was

developed by IBM consultants and researchers from Project
Zero at Harvard. Their system consisted of a computer, CD
ROM drive, optical drive, scanner, video camera, and laser

printer. By means of scanning and videotaping onto small
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laser disks, student interviews and their work are easily

stpred in a student's permaneht files. Other adyahtages
outlined by Campbell are the vast amounts of information
that can be frequently added or retrieved; the benefit of
allowing teachers to research their classes before the new

school year begins; the ability, to record the preassessmght
of students in order to plan instruction; its Use as a
motivational tool and self-esteem builder to show struggling

students how much they have accomplished over the ;years; and
its advantages in facilitating parent conferences. While
admitting that portfolio assessment is not new, Campbell
asserts that "a system that allows permanent storage of

optical data, written and drawn images, and verbal ability
is new", and especially in terms of increasing student selfesteem (p.30).

.

Disadvantages of Electronic Portfolios

"'A technology revolution is sweeping the United States
and the world that will leave conventional classrooms as

obsolete as livery stables and blacksmith shops'" (Chopra,
1994, p. 2). Chopra takes this quote from Lewis Perlman's ;,

book. Technology and Restructuring of Schoo1s, to illustrate
level of anticipation in the 1970's concerning the

introduction of computers in the classroom. Educators heard
the promises of the hardware companies that computers would
not only revolutionize teaching practices and ease the
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,

educator's workload, but also raise the quality of learning.
According to Chopra, that was not the case primarily because
of the lack of quality software. As Chopra states, that
computers did not and cannot fulfill their educational
promises without the existence of sound plans for

integrating technology into the curriculum. Similarly,
portfolios, as such, did not deliver the promise of the

;

ultimate assessment method. There were the very realistic

disadvantages of storage problems, inaccessibility, and
inconvenience, which overshadowed the valid pluses of
portfolio assessment. Teachers who may have abandoned the
idea of implementing portfolio use before, can now

reconsider with the development of electronic portfolios.

'

Yet as the interest in electronic portfolios grows, so
do the concerns. Previously, Moersch and Fisher (1995)
furnish the reasons' for the increasing interest in

electronic portfolios. They also discuss some "pivotal
questions" about their use in the classroom, such as "How

can 1 minimize storage requirements?" (p. 115). Their

response is to select items from a working classroom file to

enter into the electronic portfolio in order to save
computer space.

Moersch and Fisher offer estimates of

various document storage requirements (see Figure 2).
The next question that Moersch and Fisher (1995) pose

is how to electronically enter the work samples? First, they
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Student Work Space
5 page, double spaced word processing
document (no picture)
Full page, scanned handwriting sample*

Storage
Requirement
45K

120K

Full page, scanned black & white
picture*
Full page, scanned color picture*

545K

Quarter page, scanned color picture
(300dpi)* V
30 second sound clip

6,OOOK (6Mb)

300K

15 second QuickTime movie

2,OOOK (2Mb)

24,OOOK (24Mb)

;

^ ;

Figure 2. Storage Requirement Estimates

recommend creating the work directly onto the computer. They

further suggest entering exislfing pictures, graphs, amd

'

movies with the use of a scanner, digital camera, video

capture, or a Digital Audio Tape (DAT) (pp. 114-122).
Moersch and Fisher (1995) report another question often

raised by educators, "How can I reduce data entry time?" (p.
122). They respond by suggesting that a teacher/student

decision be made to only enter work which truly reflects the
student's performance; and to train students to update their
own files. The latter solution was also presented by the
Chenango Forks Project (1996).
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In conclusion, Moersch and Fisher (1995) strongly

advise staff development for viable strategies for managing
electronic portfolios as a tool for achieving authentic
assessment.

Electronic Portfolio Authoring Tools

Not all authoring software have the best features for
electronic portfolios. Barrett (1995) lists what to look for

in software to support electronic portfolios:

*Outcomes/Learning Goals

i

*Standards/Rubrics/assessment

*Student work samples
*Student self-refleetion

*Teacher assessment/feedback
*Look for the differences between an electronic :

, portfolio and an electronically stored
collection of student work (p. 9)

For optimum variety of student work samples, Barrett
recommends that the software have a variety of media
components: text, graphics, audio, and video.

Murphy and Klein (1996) review HyperStudio by Roger
Wagner Publishing, Inc., as a software product particularly

suited for electronic portfolios. HyperStudio allows the

v

above media components to be stored in one file. It also has

the capacity of linking those elements for non-linear

viewing, ease in management, and disk storage. Another
advantage is its player program which permits free viewing.

Its simplicity is particularly student-friendly (p. 3).
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Barrett (1996) reports that many schools are using
HyperStudio and other hypermedia programs such as,
HyperCard, Asymetrix Toolbox, and Linkway. Although all of
these include the features of recording sound, importing or

creating text, scanning or creating graphics, and playing
movie files, Barrett warns that most teachers do not have

the computer skills required to operate these functions.

However, this project was designed with HyperStudio, and
includes directions for navigating and implementing an
electronic portfolio for mathematical problem solving.

KidPiX hy Broderbund is being used by some teachers for
portfolios of young students, according to Barrett (1996),
Easy to use, KidPix allows children to record and play sound

and to create slide presentations' with the KidPix Companion

program. As far as mathematical problem solving, this
program seems to be a suitable electronic portfolio program

for students in grades Kindergarten through second.

Next in BarrettIs electronic portfolio software reviews
is Chalkboard 1.0, published by the Association for

Supervision and Curriculum Development and available for

Macintosh or Windows. It is primarily a multimedia
presentation program and not specifically a portfolio
program. The two modes of create and present allow access to

six different types of media, as listed by Barrett:
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(1) create or import plain ASCII text files

(which can be formatted within the program);
; i (2) play (but not record) sound files; (3)
graphics files; (4)
(5)

•

a bar code

that can be printed and used to control

^

bptical disk; and ;(6) create a link to ahbtket;
iC^alkbGardVfile. (p.; 133),

i

According to Batrett/ : Chalkboard 1.(9 could be; of use to
the computer user who knows how to create sound files, scan
graphic files, and make QuickTime movies, but is not

suitable for the beginner computing teacher or most
elementary school students. Again, this program has its
uses, but lacks the interactive features required for an

electronic portfolio for problem solving. ■

Existing Electronic Portfolio. Software;.iv
V

;

.- i/

With Electronic Portfolio Software (Welcome to Learning

Quest's Electronic Portfolio, 1995), Learning Quest, Inc.
has produced its "Complete Multimedia Database for

Portfolio-Based Assessments" (p. 1). The,company touts the
flexibility and ease with which it can be used to track and

document student performance in every curricular area. Among
Electronic Portfolio^ s advantages are:
*Storing work samples, including multimedia.

*Features that replace traditional record keeping

.

tasks.

*Attaching student work to track student progress all
through the year.

■^Reviewing student's work in relation to certain
standards.

*Gustoinizing the portfolio to align with curriculum
guides.

^Producing report to improve home-school communication.
/

It is evident that Electronic Portfolio has many

advahtages for the student >. teacher,■ patent, and:
administrator. A disadvantage is that only runs on Macintosh

computers. It requires at least a Macintosh LC II with a
Color Monitor, MacOS 7.0 or better, and 3MB RAM. As of

October, 1996, the latest version is Electronic Portfolio

1.24 (1014K) . It is designed to upgrade the previous
versions.

Barrett

(1996)

offers a review of the multimedia

software package, the Grady Profile. This program was
developed for the Macintosh computer, and is designed to
maintain portfolio information on a set of HyperCard stacks.
Barrett reports that the latest version has the ability to

add students, assess speaking and listening, and provide
space for both parent and student comments on the work.

There are 15 different pre-designed screens and 5 cards that

the user can arrange. Among the pre-designed screens the
user can record vocal samples, scan written work, and view

QuickTime videos created on another program. An important

evaluation capability of Grady Profile described by Barrett
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is the checklist on most of the screens which documents

teaGher, student, and pareht assessment..This checklist data
can be used to create a variety of reports which can be

printed from a word processor.

While Barrett (1996) credits the Grady Profile as being

the "most developed program available on the market today",
it lacks the feature of scanning problem solving samples,
and only assesses math by means of a checklist (p. 132).
Barrett (1996) also reviews Learner Profile which was

designed to record teacher anecdotal observations using bar ■
code technology. Created in Canada by the Victoria Learning
Society, Learner Profile operates with the three stages of

planning, observing, and reporting. Barrett explains that
first the teacher prints out bar codes for each student, for
each behavior of that day, and for qualifiers of the
observations. As a student works, the teacher "strokes

across the behavior observed" (p. 132). The data is

organized in a database and available for editing or
summarizing. While this program might solve the problem of
eliminating the use of sticky notes or 3x5 cards for

recording anecdotal observations, it is quite limited for

the purpose of entering a variety of samples of problem
solving work.

Another software examined by Barrett (1996) is
relatively easy to use and utilizes a timeline format.
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Scholastic'!S Forhfolio ProcMct is orgahiized ip. a timeline ; ■
and includes teacher and student components. The goal of

Scholastic's desighers is quite applicahle to this projeet:
to provide schools with an easy to use

organizational SYStem td facilitate the :
creation, management, and presentation of
performance-based electronic multimedia student
portfolios. The application will be a flexible
structure containing guides, models, and
templates for constructing and accessing
activities and portfolios that may be used as is
or in a modified, customized form. (p. 134)
Although the price of sophisticated hardware is not
affordable to most schools, and the latest electronic

software is not widely available, most teachers with a

;

classroom computer and a video camera can begin to develop
electronic portfolios for their students now.
The electronic portfolio created for this project has
many of the previously mentioned features;considered to be ■

essential to the goals of the use of portfolios, whether
they be electronic or not. There is a checklist which allows
the teacher to assess a student's work in relation to 

certain standards. The teacher may also give written
feedback to the student in the form of a journal. Another
feature is the screen which asks the student for a self-

reflection on the problem that was solved in the program.
Also, students may save their work in a variety of media:
text, graphics, audio, or video. Finally, both teacher and ■ .
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student may utilize the non-linear feature of the program to
access the desired component of the portfolio.
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CHAPTER THREE

Statement of Gaals and - Objectives^

v

The goal of this project is to create a tool for

assessing;:a;; student's progress and ■ attitudes in^ ithe ,
instructional area of problem solving. The design of the
assessment tool is an interactive template which can be

;;

utilized by teachers and students at the elementary school
level as an electronic portfolio for mathematics.

It is expected that this project will support

instructors who see the value of portfolio use to assess
their students' work and the strategies used to solve
mathematical problems. This project is designed to use
computer technology to eliminate the traditional portfolio

limitations of storage, accessibility, and the task of

■

updating.

Teachers who use this electronic portfolio design will
facilitate the assessment of their students in an area of

mathematics which has previously been difficult to

effectively evaluate. This will greatly support teachers in
future instructional planning, in showing students their

strengths and weaknesses, and in conferring with parents
about their children's progress in mathematics. Students who

use this portfolio design will grow in their ability to
communicate their thinking processes when problem solving,
and will also have the opportunity to express their
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attitudes about mathematics. As the students become familiar

with the process of entering and updating their work into
their portfolios, they will develop a sense of purpose,
accomplishment, and ownership. The result will be increased
self-esteem.

The objectives of this electronic portfolio for

mathematical problem solving are as follows:
1. To create an interactive computer template with
HyperStudio softviare which will enable students to:
a. Enter answers, strategies used, and attitudes
about mathematical problem solving, by dictating
to the teacher or a student technician who then

types the information on the computer, or the
students typing onto the,computer, or dictated
and recorded by the computer using sound and or
video.

b. View their progress in problem solving over time.
c. Decide with the teacher which entries to save or

delete in order to best demonstrate progress in
problem solving.
d. See themselves as mathematicians.

2. To create an interactive computer template with
HyperStudio software which will enable teachers to:

a. Implement the principles of student portfolios

into their assessment plans for mathematical
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:

problem solving.

b. Store student problem solving samples in an
organized and easy to access manner.
c. Record their observations and comments on the

progress of their students in problem solving
over time resulting in a formative evaluation
assessment.

d. Have access to a tool which can be used to readily
communicate an individual student's progress to
the student, the parent, or the administrator.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Project Design and Development
Project Description

The project is entitled "Electronic Portfolio for

Mathematical Problem Solving in the Elementary School" (or
EPMPS). Clearly, the content is in the curricular area of

mathematics and the project is targeted for elementary
students to be able to practice and reflect upon their

problem solving skills. Specifically, the use of the

mathematical skill of multiplication in solving authentic
problems is the focus of the activities in this project.
The documentation of these skills in the form of an

electronic portfolio is the central aim of this project. The
following objectives for effective portfolio implementation

serve as a guide for the components in this project: that
students will solve the problems and reflect upon the
process, view their progress over time, and save the work

that best demonstrates their progress. The teacher
objectives are to assess student work with a checklist and a

journal of comments and observations, to store student

samples in a way that is easy and organized, and to use for

communicating a student's progress easily to others.
HyperStudio, by Roger Wagner Publishing, Inc., is the
software program used to design this electronic portfolio. A

portfolio program must have the capabilities of: accessing
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the files of numbers of students; storing various multimedia

projects; easing the process of updating and revising; and
the advantages of interaction and non-linear navigation
within the program. HyperStudio has theSe capabilities which
can be utilized by both the novice user and the expert.

The projects created with HyperStudio are in the form
of stacks. Each screen is called a card, and a series of

cards comprises a stack. A program may consist of several
stacks which are accessed through the home card, which is

the Title Card :in this program. Each student's portfolio is

linked to the Title Card. The user moves within the program
by clicking on buttons provided on.each screen..

Appendix A contains two floppy disks which can be used

to view the files which comprise this project. The portfolio
project can be viewed on a computer installed with Windows
(minimum requirement, 3.1). One of the disks lists the

following files which must be downloaded to the computer's
hard drive: portflio.stk, edgar.stk, monica.stk, .

jonathn.stk, and adstudnt.stk. The second disk is the player
disk which will play HyperStudio files on computers not

installed with HyperStudio. The player disk may be run with
the following path: "A:\hstudio\hsplayer.exe" (The path name
begins with the floppy drive; here being "A"). If the
computer has HyperStudio installed, the player disk is not
required.
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The Flow Chart (see Figure 3) represents the navigating

capabilities among the components of this program. The
student portfolios are accessed from the Student List
screen. The three "named" portfolios are available in the

program. The "New Student" portfolio is included as a
template for adding a student. Each student portfolio has

the components shown in green with the exception of only one
of the three skill levels of the problems.

This portfolio program begins with the Title Card (see
Figure 4). From here the user may click on one of two
buttons: one of which accesses a screen to instruct the user

in navigating within the program; the other goes to a list

of names of students with existing portfolios. The Student
List screen instructs the user to open a student's portfolio

by clicking on a name. Each student portfolio opens with a
menu presenting the options of: Math Survey, Problems to
Solve, Student Journal, Teacher Checklist, Teacher Journal,

and Saved Work (see Figure 5).
The Math Survey (see Figure 6) is the first portfolio

menu option. It was created with the intention of offering

the teacher a base line sample for diagnosing a student's
beginning of the year competencies in problem solving. The
survey asks the students to describe what they know about

the processes of multiplication, division, and place value.
Then, they are asked to make up word problems using each
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Title Card

How to Use

Student
List

Edgar

Math

Survey

Jonathan

Monica

Problems

Student

Student

Teacher

Teacher

Saved

Journal

Checklist

Journal

Work

to

Solve

1Level

1

1

1Level

2

Level 3

Figure 3. Flow Chart and Description of
EPMPS'Structure
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process. From the students' responses the teacher can assess

what the students know and identify gaps in their knowledge.
As stated by Mahon (1994), the surveys reveal "both the

clarity and confusion of children's understanding and
provide helpful clues for working with each child" (p. 20).

Tro6km
SoCvers

TortfoCio
Student List

Figure 4. Title Card

At the Problems to Solve screen (see Figure 7) there is
a secondary menu which gives the student or teacher the

choice of three levels of problems by clicking on one of the
three calculator buttons. For the purposes of this project,
only one level is accessible on each of the three student
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portfolios. The three skill levels of multiplication are
demonstrated in this program as follows: The Level 1 problem
may be seen in "Edgar's" portfolio; the Level 2 problem is
available in "Monica's" portfolio; and the Level 3 problem

is accessible in "Jonathan's" portfolio. The problems are
based upon a real life situation with which the student has

Tdjpjar's

\^fectrontc TortfoCio

r

Math Survey

Problems to Solve

Notes
Student Journal

Teacher Checklist

Teacher Journal

Saved Work

Exit

Figure 5. Portfolio Menu Screen

had some background experience or information (See Figure
8). In the case of the problems in this project, the

students would have already made classroom graphs about
their favorite pets, after having participated in a unit
about pets and other domestic animals. According to Hollins
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and Crone (1994), more authentic problem solving "should be
related to a current unit of study, a field trip experience
or a spontaneous classroom event" (p. 230). Therefore, the
student draws from the class experience as well as the

information within the problem. Then the solution is typed
inside the text field on the screen.

StartI~ib^
I
4-28-97

Type your answers below each question:

-

1. How do you feel about math?
[think it's easy. I like math.

P

P' 2. Oo you like to work alone,with a partner,or in a group?
jj

I like to work with a partner because we can help each
other.

3. What do you know about place value?
I know that in a number there can be ones,tens, and

]\Student Journall

Problems

\ Saved Wor

Teacher Check & Journal:

Figure 6. Math Survey Screen

After solving the problem, the teacher can instruct the
student to proceed to the Student Journal (see Figure 9).
Here, the following questions will guide the student to
reflect upon the completed work:
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1. What was the problem?
2. How did you solve the problem?
3. Did it work?

4. How would you solve a similar problem next time?
5. What other strategies could you have used?
6. What did you learn?

Start

TroBCems to Sofve

Exit

i^: Clitk on a calculator to choose a level!

Level

Level 2

Level 3

£
Is#:
Isi#.

fe-

Survey

Student Journal

I

Teacher Check & Journal

Saved Work

Figure 7. Screen for Problems to Solve

With practice, and guidance by the teacher, students should
become more adept in expressing their thoughts as
mathematicians.

The component of student self-reflection is a critical

portfolio feature according to the supporters of educational
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portfolios. According to Paulson, Paulson, and Meyer (1991),
a portfolio "offers the student an opportunity to learn
about learning.

Therefore, the end product must contain

information that shows that a student has engaged in self-

reflection" (p. 88).

£eveCi TroBCem,

Start

Exit I

Use the class graph offavorite pets to help you solve the problem.
Type your answer below the questiori.

5-8-97

Now that you are a petshop owner,you are very curious
aboutthe animals in your shop. You wantto know how
many paws there are in the shop. Can you find this out?

The animals with paws are the dogs and cats. The graph
shows 15 dogs and 12 cats. They all have 4 paws.
15+15+15+15=60

12+12+12+12=48

60+48=108 paws

Sutve^^|l^oblems|Stu.JournaljTeacher Check8JournajSaved Wo^

Figure 8. Sample: Level 1 Problem

A teacher's review of a student's work in relation to some

standard in the form of a rubric, a checklist, or written

comments, is also an essential portfolio element.
Within this portfolio program the teacher has the
opportunity to give feedback to the student on two different
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screens, the Teacher Checklist, and the Teacher Journal (see

Figures 10 and 11). The program is designed so that the
teacher first identifies the extent to which certain
standards have been met within the student's work on the

Checklist; then, the teacher uses the Journal for written

observations and remarks. Once completed, the Teacher

Notes

studentJournaC
Date:

I Exit}

Start

5^37

Type your answers to the questions la the hox below about
the prebtem you fust solved.

1. What was the problem?

To see how many dog and cat paws are in the pet shop.
2. How did you solve the problem?
I added 4times how many dogs,then I added 4 times
how many cats. Then added the answers.
3. Did It work?
Yes

Survey
|
Problem^ Teacher Chedt8Journal
|
Saved Work
|
Figure 9. Student Journal Screen

Checklist and Journal screens are readily accessible at
teacher/student interview sessions where students receive

instructive feedback on their progress. Barrett (1994)
includes the interview as one crucial ingredient in her
vision for a good assessment system. She states that
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"assessment is a social process that is grounded in" among
other elements "Conversations about student work as evidence

of accomplishment" (p. 130).

A student portfolio is primarily a collection of

student work.

Therefore, an electronic portfolio must be

able to store a number and variety of work samples. Each

leacfier CdeckCut
Understanding the Problem;
0-Noattemtrt
1 - Completely misinterpretsthe problem
2- Misinterprets major part ofthe problem

Start

Exit

Use this checklistto
assessthe ^udent's

work on the problem
and journal answers.

3- Misinterprets minor part ofthe problem

4- Complete understaniffing ofthe problem
Solving the Problem:
0-No attempt

A scorefor each

section m^behiiped
into the 3boxes.

1 - Totallyinappropriate strategy
2-Partially correct stragegywith majorfault
3-Correctstrategy with minor omission or error
4- A strategyfor a correct solution with no errors
Answeringthe Problem:
0- No answer or wronffansw«^ based on wrong plan
1 - Error in copying or computing partial answer
2- Correct answer

Survey
|
Problems! Stu.Jourii^ Teacher Journal Saved Work|
Figure 10. Teacher Checklist Screen

student portfolio in this project has a Saved Work screen
(see Figure 12) where a list of saved entries is shown. A

saved work sample can be viewed by clicking on the name of
the entry. Samples in the form of text, graphics, video, or

audio, can be scanned or imported into the program, then
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accessed through the Saved Work screen. As with paper folder
portfolios, the teacher and student together decide what
samples are to be saved to best demonstrate the student's
progress.

On each of the screens of the student portfolios in
this project there are two buttons at the top corners: one

Teacfier JournaC

1113

start

Date:

Edgar understood the problem and arrived at the correct
answer. He used the class graph to get the information he
needed. He used a strategy he knew, but realized that there
could be an easier way to solve the problem. He's curious
about learning to multiply with 2 place digits.

Surveyl^ Problemsl^ Student Journal^ Teacher Checkp Saved Work[

Figure 11. Teacher Journal Screen

takes the user back to the student portfolio menu screen,
and the other button is for returning to the Title Card. At
the bottom of each screen are buttons which allow the user

to navigate to any other screen of the portfolio.
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The miniitium technology requirements for this program
(Windows version) are as follows:
*Windows 3.1
*386

*4MB RAM

*CD-ROM drive

IS

Start

SavecClVork
Paws in Pet Shop

5-8-97

To see the Saved Work of this

student, dick on a fiie namer

-i

Survey|!"Probiems"|] Student Joumalt] Teacher Check & Journalt

Figure 12. Saved Work Screen

*Wide file capability

Graphics: Accepts BMP, PCX, JPEG, GIF, TIFF, TGA
graphics files

*Sounds: Reads .WAV sound files (Requires Sound
Blaster compatible system for sound)
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*Software: 1.44Mb floppy disks for sharing portfolios;
and for player disks for viewing portfolios on

computers without HyperStudio
Other hardware items besides the computer are required
to save various types of media. In order to import text and

graphic samples into the program, a scanner is required. A

video taken by a video camera can be transferred to the
computer if the computer has a video capture card. However,
videos require large amounts of memory or hard drive space
for storage.

Instructional Design
In terms of instructional design, the foremost goal of

this project' is to produce a student assessment tool for

teachers which advances authenticity. It is based on the
principle of providing students with the educational
activities to help them understand the world and gain
knowledge, by using the understanding and knowledge that
they have acquired from their past experiences. Engel (1994)

states that children use "Who they are" and "What they know"
to create links and patterns in order to allow for new

learning to take place. These principles of authenticity and
respect for who students are and what they know resulted in
the problem solving focus of this portfolio project, and the
Math Survey activity.
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Furthermore, the principle of self-directed learning

guided the production of the Student Journal and the Saved
Work components. With the Journal, the student can
communicate to others information about the thinking

processes he or she used to solve the problem. Then the
teacher facilitates the student's learning by assessing the

strategies and offering feedback for further reflection. As
students select which work samples to save in their
portfolios, they can gain insights on their progress over

time and have a greater sense Of participation:in, and
ownership of, their own education.

Also incprporated into this portfolio project are the
principles of a systematic approach and. a consistent;and
reliable format. The student portfolio menus are presented

in an orderly sequence from the initial Math Survey, to the
processes of problem solving and assessment activities, to
the Saved Work screen where the decision is made to store a

sample or not. Moreover, the format of each student

portfolio is consistent in its features, and the design of

the buttons are reliably placed on each screen. The position
of a button on the lower screen only varies when the user is

at that particular location. There are- additional design
features which are incorporated into this project.
Color is used in the project, but with caution. As Pett

and Wilson (1996) warn, the "designers of instructional
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materials need to use color .wisely by paying^^
the physiological and psychological effects of color and the
effect of color on learning" (p. 19). They report on color's

physiological effects of eye Sensitivity and its capacity to
stimulate a person. The psychological aspects of are

explained in terms of color preference, the meanings
associated with colors, and color harmony or how well colors

go together (Pett and Wilson, 1996). Among the conclusions

of Pett and Wilson which were considered in the design of
this project are:

*The best text color.is black which provides a.
good contrast with most background colors.
*The best combination is black on a white or

yellow background.
*Colors such as blue, green, and red are liked

very much, but they do not improve the accuracy
of reading messages.
*Use a maximum of four to six colors per screen.
*Be consistent in general color choices
throughout a program or program section.
*Use color to link logically related information.
*Use brighter colors for the most important
information.

*Use significant brightness contrast between text
color and background color to increase
readability, (p. 29)

A discourse on instructional design of this project

would not be complete without addressing the basic learning

principles which guide the design of computer-based
instruction. As presented by Jonassen and Hannum (1987), the

practices related to effective CBI systems include the
design of the stimulus, learner responses, feedback, and
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lesson control. Firstly, the principles which direct the

design of the screen material should make the information
presented in a comprehensible and memorable way (Jonassen
and Hannum, 1987). As for this project, there are clear

directions for proceeding through the program, and each

portfolio is consistent in its components and screen design.
Next, Jonassen and Hannum state that "numerous studies have

shown that the quality of learning is a function primarily
of the nature and extent of practice and feedback" (p. 7).

Portfolios, just as this project, are instruments of storing

quantities of student work samples which have been reviewed
by the teacher with the students input. The principles of

learner responses and feedback have been incorporated into
this project with the Problems to Solve, Student Journal,
Teacher Checklist, and the Teacher Journal. Finally, there

is the principle of lesson control. According to Jonassen
and Hannum (1987), it is "both philosophically and

pedagogically satisfying to allow the learner to make
decisions about the content, method and style of instruction

with which she/he would like to interact" (p. 8). Once again
the theories of the use of the portfolio as a tool of

authentic assessment, and this project, support this
statement. The students certainly have a role in deciding
the content of their own portfolios; and the process of
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problem solving encourages students to think of various

methods and strategies to solve problems.
Formative Evaluation

In order to assess the effectiveness, reliability, and
usability of this project, this electronic portfolio program

was presented tb three elementary students for their use and

feedback. The participants were third and fourth grade
students who volunteered to work through the program on two
separate school days during class time. The appropriate
Iristitutional Review Board documents were submitted for
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approval regarding the participation of these students.

Also, a form consenting to their children's participation

was signed by the student and their parents (see Appendix
B).

The students worked individually at different times on
the same classroom computer. These students were skilled in

word processing, but not necessarily high achievers in math.

They were given as much time as they needed to work the Math
Survey, Problem, and Student Journal components of the
program.

After each student worked through the portfolio
contents, an interview was conducted in order to review

their work and record their comments on the program. The
Teacher Checklist and the Teacher Journal components guided
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the interviews. Then the students were given the opportunity

to reflect upon the program with the following questions:
1. Did you enjoy working on this program?
Why or why not?

2. Would you like to work on this program again
sometime?

3. Do you think this program would help you in
becoming a better math student?
Why or why not?

4. What part of the program did you like best?
Why?

5. What part of the program did you like least?
Why?

6. Do you think that having a conference with the
teacher to discuss the comments in the Teacher

Journal is a good idea?

Why or why not?

7. Would you like to save the work you did today on
the computer?
Why or why not?

8. What would be the purpose of looking at work you

did during the whole year?
Following is a summary of the feedback received for
each question during the three interviews:
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1. All three students responded that they had enjoyed

working on the program because they like working with
computers.

,

2. All three students would like to work another

problem on this program.
3. All three students thought that this program

would help them become better math students. One student did
not know why; another said that the teacher comments would

help her the next time she tries to solve a similar problem;
and third student thought that thinking about his work would
help him.

4. All three liked solving the problem best, and one of
the three also mentioned the Student Journal.

5. One student least liked the Math Survey, and the
other two students least liked the Teacher Checklist.

6. All three students thought that regular conferencing

with the teacher would be a good idea. The reasons given
were: that teacher comments were better than grades; that
the student understands better when the teacher talks to a

student individually; and the student felt that the teacher
cared more when they have conferences or interviews.

7. All three thought it was a good idea to save their
work to be able to compare it with work they do in the
future.

8. Two students thought that reviewing the year's
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work would make them feel like they had learned a lot, and

the other student thought that it would be good to show her

These students did not have difficulty inputting the
information requested in the program, but they did express
confusion regarding some of the mechanics. For example, they
were not sure about the difference between the "Back" and

"Exit" buttons at each screen's upper corners. Also, the
students would not automatically proceed to another screen.
The sequence of the portfolio activities was not clear.
Consequently, they believed that they had finished each time

they completed the tasks of a single menu item.

It is difficult to state with certainty whether the
students' confusion and hesitancy was caused by their

unfamiliarity with the program or by design problems.
Nevertheless, design revisions were made. The "Back" button
was changed to "Start", which takes the user to the student

portfolio menu. The "Exit" button remained in order to exit

the portfolio and return to the Title Card. Furthermore, the

portfolio menu design was simplified, and the menu's

graphics became invisible buttons. Additional improvements
included changes in font styles, text colors, and graphics

sizes. Also, the three opening screens were redesigned to
better harmonize with the portfolio screens.
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Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of this project are reflected in the

principles behind the project and the portfolio program
itself. Alternative assessment systems have gained
recognition as tools for positive school reform an avenue
for the shared values of students, teachers, and parents.
Assessments, such as this portfolio project, provide

students with a learning tool for making conceptual

connections and reflecting on their understanding or
misunderstanding. With this project, teachers can have a

system that is instructional, manageable, and easily
accessible.

The skill area of this project, mathematical problem
solving, was selected to demonstrate the strength of
portfolios as a collection of purposeful activities. The
portfolio demonstrates the students' ability to work

meaningfully with concepts and content presented in the
classroom, such as the class graph referred to in the

program. This electronic portfolio allowed students to

incorporate that classroom material with their own knowledge
and express their new understanding as journal entries.
Teachers can use journal writing, such as the Student

Journal, to get "great insights into the conceptual
understandings and misunderstandings of their students"
(Berenson and Carter, 1995).
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Moreover, this portfolio project not only has

instructional value, but also strength in its electronic
format. Multimedia work samples can be filed in this project
and accessed from the Saved Work screen. A student's work is

not only viewable, but also, portable and replayable.
Although the strengths of this project are firmly

rooted in both its instructional and technological
applications, there are limitations which must be addressed.

First, the effectiveness and capability of an electronic
portfolio are only as beneficial as the computer, the
software, and the user. The capacity or memory of most
classroom computers would be filled by the multimedia
portfolios of the typical thirty-student class. This would
be the case even if the portfolios were only in the area of
mathematical problem solving. However, a teacher who saw the

value in an electronic portfolio system such as this

project, would understandably want to implement portfolios
in other curricular areas. Therefore, the capacities of both
floppy disks and hard drives limit the scope of utilizing
this multimedia portfolio program and others like it.
As this software program exists, it is easy to run and
to navigate. However, the user would be required to know

much more about HyperStudio in order to truly implement it

with more than three or four students. The processes of
creating portfolio files for new students, deleting files.
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and importing and saving work samples of various media,
would be applications that the average teacher would need to

learn. The training for such proficiencies are becoming more
widely available as teachers and administrators are

realizing the growing need for instructional support in
technology at each school.

Recommendations for Future Projects

It is probable that a more comprehensive and userfriendly electronic portfolio will be produced and on the
store shelves by the time this project is in printing. That
is the nature of this quickly evolving medium of technology.
However, a few recommendations are in order here for

teachers or instructional technologists who are interested

in designing and developing electronic portfolios such as

this project.
To overcome the limitations of computer capacity,
student work samples could be maintained on removable media

drives or on a network. Another alternative would be using a
combination of the computer, a video camera, and a tape
recorder to accumulate: a variety of student materials. If

the Learner Profile system were available, the teacher could
record anecdotal observations using bar code technology. A

lower cost solution, though time-consuming, would be to set
up a database for teachers to track student progress. In
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short, teachers GOilld develop

a portfolio assessment system

similiar to this one with a range of available technology.

For today and for the future, the adoption of authentic
assessment in the area of mathematics is central to the

responsibility of educators to teach students how to apply
math to the real world. However, students must also learn

how to use technology in solving problems, and that
technology is not a substitute for thinking or problem

solving skills. In fact, technology is a problem solving
tool whose applications change and expand almost daily.
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APPENDIX A

Problem Solvers Portfolio-Disk Copy
and

Player Disk for HyperStudio
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APPENDIX B

IRE Letter and Consent Form,

«=» B=> gp% Cr>

BO.

1-uH fk)aid Review -

CALiFO^HIA STATE UMiVERSSTY
SAi^ BEPINAROmO

IRB File n

Thi (
S'.it,: A

. f970"-2
Mav 20, 1997

s=i

Bz>

Patricia Deragisch
c/o Dr, Rowena Santiago
California State University
5500 University ParkwaySan Bernardino, California 92407
Dear Ms. Deragisch:

Your application to use human subjects in research has been reviewed by the Institutional

Review Board (IRB). Your application has been approved. Please notify the IRB if any
substantive changes are made in your research prospectus and/or any unanticipated risks to
subjects arise.
Your informed consent statement should contain a statement that reads,"This research has

been review^ed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of California State University,
San Bernardino."

If your project lasts longer than one year, you must reapply for approval at the end of each
year. You are required to keep copies of the infoimed consent forms and data for at least
three years.

If you have any questions regarding the IRB decision, please contact Lynn Douglass, IRB
Secretary. Ms. Douglass can be reached by phone at (909) 880-5027, by fax at(909) 880
7028, or by email at Idougias@wiley.csusb-edu. Please include your application identification
number (above) in all correspondence.
Best of luck with your research.
Sincerely,

,

Josdph uWett, Chair
Institutional Review Board
JL/ld

CO: Rowena Santiago, Science, Mathematics and Technology Education

5500 University Parkway.San Bernardino, CA 92407-2397
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INFORMED GONSENT FORM

hereby gives consent to

participate in the evaluation process of the Master's
project of Patricia A. Deragisch on the subject of
electronic portfolio of mathematical problem solving.

The above participant is assured complete anonimity
regarding this project.

This form will be held by the above named author of the
project, and not submitted as part of the project.

Participant

Date

Parent or Guardian

Date

Project Author

Date
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